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Senator Toomey & Congressman Fitzpatrick 

How can the senate and house standby while the Justice Department starts this so-called investigation 

into a “Russia Collusion” inquiry?  The lawyers’ bios read like a who’s-who of democratic donor lawyers 

who bill out at $1000+/hour.  There is no clear focus on the inquiry and no budget set.  So let me guess 

how many hours and millions of dollars will be billed to the taxpayers against this case by all parties and 

their staffs.  It looks as though the only winners will be the partners at Wilmer-Hale when they receive 

their annual bonuses. 

The Special Counsel’s lawyers are cronies of Mueller and the Clintons.  How can they possibly be 

independent?  Having worked with groups of not only lawyers, but also accounting firms, they back fill 

cases with staff, all with predisposed outcomes.   

This legal team is stacked with partisan players.  I do not care how everyone thinks Mueller is a great 

guy, both parties said Comey was a great FBI Director, until he wasn’t. There can be no reasonable 

expectation of a non-partisan assessment.  Just the egos alone, of the lawyers assigned, prevents a non-

political assessment.  Supposedly there are already leaks from within the investigative team. 

I am sure Ms. Jeannie Rhee, having represented the Clinton Foundation, will be curious as to what 

information is being compiled by the FBI on the Clinton Foundation.  Perhaps she will casually leak the 

info to interested parties. 

Senator let’s just take a simple example.  If you told me the sky was green and Sr. Casey told me it was 

red, I would have a tendency to take your word.  So it will be between Mueller, Comey and Rosenstein.  

Not one lawyer on the Special Counsel team has a republican pedigree. 

Whether a Special Counsel is a good or bad idea is not my gripe. It is this Special Counsel that supports 

the “Witch Hunt” allegations. 

 

 

 

 


